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Abstract. As complexity increases in commons-based peer production com-
munities, the means of organizing and facilitating collective action must also
mature to ensure the ongoing health and active maintenance of those commu-
nities [1]. This study examines the types of structured data that exist in
Wikipedia, introduces an argument for an extension to the types of structured
and semi-structured data within Wikipedia supported by that descriptive anal-
ysis; and presents an implementation of that extension that supports instantia-
tions of semi-structured content that facilitate both human and tool-mediated
interactions with Wikipedia data. This extension offers a novel means of
structuring data to support the ongoing health and maintenance of online com-
munities like the community of editors that maintain and develop Wikipedia.
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1 Introduction

As a world-class online encyclopedia written by volunteers, Wikipedia is driven by the
Quixotic goal of creating an online resource representing the “sum of all human
knowledge”. Because the system has grown for more than a decade, supporting this
goal requires an increasingly complex ecosystem of tools and processes to ensure that
community members can effectively create, update, and maintain quality content across
the myriad categories of knowledge now encompassed in the encyclopedia. These tools
range from the simple to the complex, from built-in templates and modules that form
part of the core of the MediaWiki platform, to sophisticated agents such as ClueBot
NG, an autonomous bot user that utilizes advanced machine learning to identify and
automatically revert vandalism in the encyclopedia. And while the user experience for
most visitors to the encyclopedia is limited to a rather seamless display of encyclopedic
content, that content and the community responsible for its creation rely on many tools,
a web of functionality that fundamentally facilitates and alters both how users expe-
rience Wikipedia and how editors contribute to it. For example, one of the most
frequently used tools, the Yesno template, is responsible for normalizing an input to be
a yes/no output, and has been used on over 6.7 million pages.1 ClueBot NG, a

1 All data from this and the following figures was fetched from the Wikimedia Tool Labs databases,
http://tools.wmflabs.org/, containing the complete metadata history for all edits to Wikipedia.
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vandalism-fighting bot, made over 600,000 edits to the English language Wikipedia in
2013 alone. Further, of the ten most active accounts on Wikipedia during 2013, eight
were bot accounts and the remaining two were primarily tool-mediated edits – namely,
edits made with the ProveIt2 and HotCat3 tools, neither of which are part of the
MediaWiki platform, but which facilitate and simplify interactions with the content
stored within it.

Clearly, our interactions within Wikipedia are increasingly affected by the tools
available to the community, both those that are enabled by default such as the templates
and modules so frequently used and the many other tools that exist outside the platform to
aid in editing efforts. While such tools enable many varied interactions with the Wikipedia
content and community, significant opportunities to improve information organization and
presentation within the encyclopedia are numerous. For example, the system would
benefit from an improved, robust means of organizing information. Such an enhancement
could provide a powerful and extensible way to extend the efforts of individual editors.
This paper presents a principled approach to the design of such a tool, using an analysis of
existing tools and solving for a problem that has not yet been addressed by a system tool.

Our new approach introduces a tool capable of storing and presenting tabular lists of
arbitrary data in a way that is resilient to both human and non-human edits in the
encyclopedia. Our approach allows for storing information about an arbitrary object (the
data) as well as for defining relevant behavior for the validation and presentation of that
object (the code). By adopting an object-oriented language to define and present this work,
our tool-based approach is distinctly different from existing mechanisms in Wikipedia.

The goals of this paper are three-fold. First, we conduct a quantitative analysis of
existing uses of templates and modules in Wikipedia, concluding with a brief
descriptive analysis of those most frequently in use. Second, we discuss the benefits
and shortcomings of current approaches, highlighting a direction to move forward with
more resilient strategies. And, finally, we introduce a new method of data storage that
allows for a robust and stable means of defining object information in Wikipedia. Our
tool, employing this method, will allow editors to gain more control over tabular data
and its presentation within the system. Our approach emphasizes the need for the data
to be fault tolerant, to avoid breaks by human edits, as well as to be flexible, facilitating
multiple methods of presentation between multiple destinations. Our new data structure
thus utilizes existing potential in the MediaWiki platform to allow more nuanced
control of information storage and presentation within Wikipedia.

2 Related Work

To guide our work, we sought to first understand the potential behind structured and
semi-structured data in Wikipedia. Additionally, we considered the use of automated
and semi-automated tools to mediate the ongoing health and operation of Wikipedia.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:ProveIt_GT, allowing editors to more easily “find, edit, add, and
cite references in Wikipedia articles”.

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:HotCat, allowing editors to easily add or remove categories
from individual or groups of articles with a single click.
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As we discovered, the intersection between these two classes of related work indicates
the need for a novel approach to supporting human efforts and tool-mediated
interactions.

In several studies, researchers have considered different means of both structuring
semantic data in Wikipedia as well as means of mining that data for external use. Bizer,
et al. [2], explore how the DBpedia project extracts information for infoboxes in
Wikipedia, archives them locally, and makes these data pairs accessible to third party
applications via a public API on the World Wide Web. These infoboxes represent a
common means of data re-use in Wikipedia. Using these infoboxes, editors have a
simple and straightforward means of defining any number of attribute-value pairs and
the presentation of that information can be delegated to a specialized Template. See
Fig. 1 below for an example of both the declaration and instantiation of one such
infobox for the chemical element Oxygen. Beyond the simple instantiation, presenta-
tion, and extraction of attribute-value pairs present in these infobox templates (e.g., [3]),
another project [4] explores means of automatically populating empty attribute pairs in
Wikipedia articles, building on prior work by Wu and Weld [5].

Related to these examinations of semi-structured data as information object is prior
research on mediating tools in Wikipedia. This “bespoke code” that supports the

{{infobox element 
|name=oxygen 
|number=8 
|symbol=O 
|pronounce={{IPAc-
en| | |k|s| |d | |n}} 
|pronounce 2={{respell|OK|si-
j n}}<!--no need for US vs. UK. 
They're the same thing.--> 
|left=[[nitrogen]] 
|right=[[fluorine]] 
|above=– 
|below=[[sulfur|S]] 
|series=diatomic nonmetal 
|group=16 
|period=2 
|block=p 
|series color= 
|appearance=gas: 
colorless<br>liquid: pale blue 
|image name=Liquid Oxygen.gif 
|image alt=A glass bottle half-
filled with a bluish bubbling 
liquid 
|image size=170 
|image name comment= [[Liquid 
oxygen]], oxygen bubbles 
|image name 2=Oxygen spectre.jpg 
...

Fig. 1. An example of the instantiation and presentation of the infobox template for the element
Oxygen. The cell on the left contains the text used to define the template attributes, the image on
the right is part of the resulting presentation.
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ongoing operation of the encyclopedia makes up an estimated six million lines of code,
an order of magnitude greater than the about 600,000 lines of code that represent the
core MediaWiki platform [6]. These tools are crucial for the ongoing health of the
encyclopedia, providing editors with the means to patrol and revert vandalism, monitor
edits, and increase the visibility of information intended to aid editors in their ongoing
efforts, mediating the work that occurs between the “social” and the “technical” [7].

Our contribution presents a variation of bespoke code that allows editors to interact
with the system in ways that have thus far not been possible. Beyond that, by creating a
novel means of structuring tabular data in Wikipedia we provide a new avenue for
research on semantic data extraction and re-use to progress (such as [2, 3, 5]) providing
a vast amount of contextual data that can be mined and interpreted, with the potential to
inform the design and implementation of new tools in the future.

In the next section we lay out a more detailed description of the templates and
modules used within Wikipedia, including their construction, prevalence and utility, as
well as potential shortcomings with regard to managing more complex data types
requiring greater flexibility in both presentation and behavior. Following, we introduce
a novel approach to utilizing these existing affordances to resolve these shortcomings
and to better support complex cooperative work.

3 The Current Landscape

3.1 Templates and Modules - Introduction

There are many tools built directly into the MediaWiki platform that simplify the
process of creating, formatting, and maintaining different types of information. As
introduced above, primary among these are templates and modules. The idea behind
these tools is simple: once created, both templates and modules allow editors to define
simple key value pairs, and once instantiated the template or module will handle the
presentation of that data. As shown in Fig. 1 above, these template instantiations can be
arbitrarily complex, allowing the template designer to craft complicated visualizations
from the information passed in by the template caller (separating the instance of the
template, or its instantiation, from the class, its definition), although more frequently
templates are used for “boilerplate messages, standard warnings or notices, infoboxes,
navigational boxes, and similar purposes,” [8]. An instance of a template can be created
on any Wikipedia page by simply including the template name in braces. For example,
a simple template transclusion may be to include “{(lambda)}” on a page, which would
result in the lambda symbol being included in the resulting text, “λ”.

Modules are similar to templates in both their instantiation and capacity to simplify
the structure and presentation of data – many modules have actually been created to
replace existing templates. However, while templates define their presentation through
standard Wiki markup, modules allow users to define custom Lua scripts that are run
when the module is transcluded on the target page. This allows users a more powerful
means to “analyze data, calculate expressions, and format results using functions or
object-oriented programming,” [9]. The ability to run these Lua scripts on the Me-
diaWiki platform was added through the Scribunto interface, originally installed on the
English language Wikipedia in February, 2013.
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3.2 Templates and Modules in Use

The first template was checked into the English language Wikipedia on September 30,
2002. Since that time, templates have become one of the most ubiquitous and fre-
quently used tools available to Wikipedians, with over 605,000 templates created,
transcluded over 312 million times on pages within the English Wikipedia. Modules,
with their more recent release date, currently only number just over 2,100. However,
despite their more modest number, modules have currently been transcluded over 179
million times on pages. As the total number of pages across all namespaces4 (including
the template and module namespaces) is just over 35 million, it is evident that many of
these transclusions are occurring multiple times per page, highlighting a pattern of
usage verifying the central role that these tools play in the presentation of standard
information within Wikipedia. For a more detailed view of the distribution of pages
over namespaces, as well as the distribution of template and module transclusions over
namespaces, see Figs. 2 and 3 below.

The ubiquity of these tools is clear, but what are they most often being used for?
The single most used Template is the Yesno Template referred to above, which is
currently transcluded over 6.7 million times. Following that is the Transclude Tem-
plate, with over 6.1 million transclusions, which handles resolving page names to
clarify Wikipedia links. Top among Modules is Arguments, with over 15 million
transclusions, a meta-module which enables other Modules to process arguments
passed in when they are invoked. Following that is the Module version of the Yesno
Template, with over 11 million transclusions. The top templates and modules that are
currently in use in the English Wikipedia, along with the number of transclusions for
each, is included in Table 1 below.

Fig. 2. Distribution of pages across namespaces

4 Namespaces are how the MediaWiki software categorizes pages of distinct type, for instance
allowing the clear separation between Article pages and User pages. See https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Wikipedia:Namespace for more detail.
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3.3 Existing Shortcomings

While these templates and modules exist for a wide array of purposes, addressing both
simple and complex needs, there are several shortcomings of existing approaches. First,
our primary motivator to embark upon this analysis was driven by a need to have a
means of modifying semi-structured text by both human and non-human agents to
more effectively support tool-mediated modifications of tabular data within Wikipedia.
In this context, semi-structured text must be machine parsable in a predictable format,
allow for any amount of attribute-value pairs within that format, and finally, support
values that can be an open text string of any length. This flexibility was required to
ensure that a single class of module could be instantiated with multiple data sets,
facilitating a broad set of data manipulation and presentation possibilities. Second, our
use case required granular control of error handling, so that if human agents entered
malformed or unexpected data in the instantiation of the module that it could attempt to
correct or properly display the remaining data. And third, we desired a solution that had
the capacity to normalize input data, as well as providing a mechanism for Wikipedians
to have a broad range of control over the style of presentation of that data.

Finally, while solutions like infobox templates work adequately for defining more
complex information about individual items, such as the Oxygen molecule in Fig. 1
above, we required a solution that would provide a means of defining lists of arbitrary

Fig. 3. Template and module transclusions on all pages, split by destination namespace

Table 1. The most frequently transcluded templates and modules in the English language
Wikipedia.

Template Transclusions Module Transclusions

Yesno 6,763,997 Arguments 15,526,763
Transclude 6,197,441 Yesno 11,481,409
Navbar 6,182,642 No_globals 7.192,709
Pagetype 6,107,802 Namespace_detect 6,230,069
WPBannerMeta 6,049,255 Pagetype 6,107,727
Class_mask 6,003,990 Category_handler 5,759,067
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semi-structured data. While it is trivial to instantiate a table using Wiki markup, if that
table does not contain predictable data encoded in a predictable fashion it becomes a far
more non-trivial task to utilize a tool-mediated approach to interacting with that data.
Consider for instance Wikipedia’s “List of astronauts by name,”5 presented as a simple
bullet-point list of astronauts, sorted alphabetically, including various additional
information about each one such as former names, birth and death dates, and the shuttles
each astronaut went up on. Creating a tool that could read this list, parse it, and update it
would be fairly simple. However, attempting to utilize that same tool to update the many
other lists on the English Wikipedia,6 as well as the many other task lists, member lists,
and list of lists present onWikiProject pages, would likely fail. Without a structured way
of storing and presenting this vast assortment of semi-structured text, the number of
tools required to support tool-mediated edits to that text could conceivably approach the
total number of lists in Wikipedia. Accordingly, a more flexible approach is needed to
ensure that this data can be accurately parsed by both human and non-human agents, to
more effectively support both the individuals who create and consume that content, as
well as the researchers who could far more easily mine the semantic data present in such
lists if it were accessible in a more viable format.

No such structure currently exists. In the sections that follow, we lay out the
strategies we adopted to create this data structure, and introduce our initial imple-
mentation of that approach.

4 Implications for Information Designers

In defining our implementation of the data structure defined above we had two primary
goals. First, we wanted to address the shortcomings identified to ensure that our
approach would be resilient to potentially incomplete or malformed data, enabling both
tool-mediated and manual modifications. And second, we wanted our solution to utilize
an approach that is already highly accepted and widely adopted by the Wikipedia
community; namely, we wanted to adopt the module as the primary means of storing
and presenting data. This implementation allowed us to increase the usability of our
approach by reducing the complexity of adoption, as well as ensured that we could take
advantage of the expanded functionality offered by the Lua scripting language com-
pared to existing templates.

4.1 Templates and Modules Expanded

In object-oriented programming, an object can have both a state (the data) and behavior
(the code). For our implementation, we created two separate modules. The first is a
parent module which manages parsing the arguments list, determining the style of the

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_astronauts_by_name.
6 According to the Wikimedia Tools database, there are 187,959 pages in the Article namespace in the
English Wikipedia with a title starting “List of,” indicating that this could be a wide-reaching
solution.
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resulting presentation, and handling errors or malformed data. The primary argument to
this parent module will be a series of calls to a child module, which will be treated as the
data items that should be presented as the output of module instantiation. Specifically,
when instantiating our implementation of a list module, four steps are taken. First, the
parent module determines the style of presentation. This could take the form of a
standard table, a page section, or any repeatable form of presentation that MediaWiki is
capable of displaying. Second, the parent module determines the elements that should be
displayed in Wiki markup, required to ensure that parameters passed as individual data
items are correctly normalized and accounted for before calling the child module. This
includes ensuring that the data items that are defined within the parent module invo-
cation have the required values to be displayed properly defined in their sub-module
invocation or that a suitable default exists, as well as ensuring that malformed data
passed to the parent module is ignored so that the remaining data can be properly parsed
and displayed. The actual data in the child module inclusions does not matter – the
parent module can determine the greatest common set of identical attributes and present
the data as requested. And fourth, the child module invocation strings are created and
processed, returning Wiki markup for the desired format for each data item presented to
the parent module. An initial implementation of these modules is available from Wi-
kipedia under Module:ListMaster and Module:ListItem.

To take a more specific example, recall the list “List of astronauts by name” article
mentioned above, which included alphabetized bullet points for each astronaut, poten-
tially but not always including additional information such alternate names, birth and
death dates, and the name of the shuttles the astronauts were on. Utilizing the approach
described above, this list could be implemented similar to the following (this examplewas
broken across multiple lines to increase readability, although this is not required):

{{#invoke:ListMaster|printTable|style=bullet|

  display=name,lifespan,shuttle#| 

    {{#name=[[Joseph M. Acaba]]| 

      shuttle0=[[STS-119]]|shuttle1=[[Soyuz TMA-04M]] 

    }} 

    {{#name=[[Loren Acton]]| 

      shuttle0=[[STS-51-F]] 

    }} 

    {{#name=[[Mike Adams]]| 

      lifespan=(1930-1967)|shuttle0=[[X-15]] 

    }} 

    {{#name=[[James Adamson]]| 

      shuttle0=[[STS-28]]|shuttle1=[[STS-43]] 

    }} 

}}

By providing a simple, fault tolerant way to structure arbitrary semi-structured data,
editors have the capacity to flexibly control the style and structure of their data. For
example, by modifying the invocation above from style = bullet to style = table, each
astronaut would be represented as a row on a table, sortable by any column, with the
built-in ability to provide reasonable defaults for missing values and to skip or attempt
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to correct malformed data items, here defined as the sub-module invocations inside the
#invoke statement. Further, due to the structured nature of the semi-structured data, it
becomes a trivial matter to parse attribute value pairs from any arbitrary list defined in
Wikipedia, providing a unique means to collate and analyze data as well as to create
novel tool-mediated interactions that have the capacity to further shape and improve the
way that we interact within that online community.

5 Conclusion

The approach presented in this paper is not meant to be a monolithic solution to replace
module usage, but as a means to improve editors’ abilities to manage their own content
in a manner that is both human editable and machine parsable, extending the research
listed above by allowing simple constructs to inform the display of arbitrary objects
within the community. By defining an extensible solution for storing, validating, and
displaying data within Wikipedia, we hope to facilitate a more flexible means of
information presentation than is now possible, as well as providing new means for
researchers to parse and utilize an identifiable instantiation of the wide array of semi-
structured text present within Wikipedia.
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